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Do you want to have multiple people working on the same estimate? You
can use the ACE-to-ACE plug-in as the master integrator.
A team of people can work on different parts of the estimate and you can use
the plug-in to integrate all the pieces into one master session. The plug-in lets
you import total, time-phased and RI$K results. Links are maintained so the
master session can be easily updated as the various parts of the estimate are
changed. The ACE-to-ACE plug-in can be accessed from the Construction
ribbon.
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Webinar 3: Key Element of Project Success: Understand Impacts of
Risk on Cost and Schedule
Risks exist everywhere in a project. Understanding these risks and their
impacts, provides insight into the issues that can take the project off course.

Length: 45 minutes + 15 minutes Q&A
Join Tecolote Research on Thursday, May 28, at 10 AM PST, for a webinar
that can help you gain understanding of how project success may be
impacted by risks on cost and schedule.
Register and we will send you a link to access the meeting within 3 business
days
Highlights Include:
This webinar will provide insight into understanding the impacts of risks on a
project and how seemingly benign risk items can potentially be major drivers
in their direct and indirect impact to a project’s overall cost and schedule.
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